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A B S T R A C T   

Water treated by non-thermal gas plasma shows a great potential across various applications, e.g. in wastewater 
cleaning, agriculture, and bio-medicine. Maximizing the plasma water treatment efficacy requires precise control 
over reactive oxygen/nitrogen species (RONS) concentrations. This study emphasizes the importance of tuning 
the plasma system for selective production of RONS in water, for both higher operational efficacy and better 
economic efficiency in dye wastewater treatment. We propose an innovative approach for tuning RONS. In 
particular, ceramic electrode (Ce) and higher reactor temperatures result in a higher hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
production in PAW, up to 16 mg.l− 1 within 30 min, and minimal nitrite production. Conversely, copper electrode 
with water-cooling system (Cuw) result in higher nitrite concentrations, up to 80 mg.l− 1 within the same 
treatment time, but negligible H2O2 production. Selective RONS production significantly affects methylene blue 
dye degradation. Ce setup yields an efficient dye degradation (1.04 g.kWh− 1), while Cuw setup proves inefficient 
and synthesizes additional by-products in water by nitration mechanism. Finally, a total cost estimation analysis 
showed that potentially scaled-up plasma technology operates at low energy costs if compared with advanced 
oxidation processes. Selective RONS production for the dye degradation can lead to almost 30 % reduction in the 
total costs.   

1. Introduction 

Generation of non-thermal plasma (NTP) in atmospheric air leads to 
the production of various reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) 
due to the presence of nitrogen, oxygen, and moisture in the atmo-
sphere. In direct NTP-water interaction, the RONS diffuse into the water, 
ultimately resulting in the production of plasma-activated water (PAW) 
[1–3]. The PAW technology is one of the fastest growing new technol-
ogies due to its continuously developing applications in medicine, 
agriculture, wastewater treatment, food science and technology, etc. 
[4]. The RONS in PAW mostly include long-lived species, such as ni-
trates (NO−

3 ), nitrites (NO−
2 ), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and ozone (O3), 

with typical lifetimes of days, hours and minutes, and short-lived ones, 
such as hydroxyl radicals (OH•), nitric oxide (NO•), superoxide (O−

2 ), 
peroxynitrate (OONO−

2 ), and peroxynitrite (ONOO− ) with sub-second 
lifetimes. The RONS in PAW induce significant physicochemical 
changes in water properties. Each of these species plays a specific role in 
different PAW applications [5]. Therefore, it is crucial to develop 

effective techniques for fine-tuning the RONS composition in PAW to 
optimize its efficiency across a wide range of applications. 

Different RONS have different significance in various applications. 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as H2O2, O3, OH•, and ONOO− play 
a key role in microbial inactivation, selective killing of cancer cells, and 
enhancing the shelf life of various food products such as fruits, vegeta-
bles, etc. [6–9]. Reactive nitrogen species (RNS), such as NO−

3 and NO−
2 

can be used as sources of nitrogen for replacement of synthetic nitrogen 
fertilizers in numerous agriculture applications [10–12]. The simulta-
neous generation of both ROS and RNS in plasma discharges makes it 
challenging to assess the individual impact of each species. Some species 
exhibit beneficial properties for their intended application, while others 
may have adverse effects [13]. For example, ROS play important roles in 
advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) for wastewater treatment 
[14–16], while RNS are not necessary for this purpose and may poten-
tially reduce the effectiveness of PAW in such processes. Therefore, 
tailoring the production of ROS and RNS for different applications of 
PAW is crucial for a targeted and successful implementation of plasma 
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technology [17,18]. 
Pervious research studies have explored methods to control RONS 

production, such as the use of various shielding gases around the plasma 
jet [19,20], or employing hybrid electrolytic systems within different 
gas environments [21]. Some reports have focused on the different 
chemistry induced by different plasma discharges, highlighting, for 
example, that streamer corona strongly contributes to the formation of 
ROS, while the more energetic transient spark or glow discharge allow to 
manipulate the ratio of ROS vs. RNS [22–26]. Among various NTP sys-
tems, the Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) stands out as one of the 
prominent plasma sources for PAW generation due to its simplicity in 
construction and control [27–29]. Ganesh et al. [30] reported a special 
DBD reactor using helical electrode with very low specific energy con-
sumption for selective RNS production. Pandey et al. [31] also reported 
a surface DBD reactor with the selective generation of nitrate and nitrite 
and zero concentration of hydrogen peroxide in the PAW. However, a 
cost-effective and high-performance approach for the selective produc-
tion of ROS and RNS is still an area that requires further exploration. 

Recently, we developed a fountain dielectric barrier discharge 
(FDBD) reactor [32] with a design similar to that of Kovačević et al. 
[33]. In this study, we use different central electrode materials and a 
water-cooling system in the FDBD reactor to produce a PAW with se-
lective and controllable generation of RONS. This approach represents a 
simpler and more cost-effective alternative to conventional methods for 
controlling and tuning the ratio of ROS and RNS. In addition, our study 
demonstrates the significant impact of controlling ROS and RNS pro-
duction in the tested PAW on its application for wastewater treatment, 
particularly in model dye degradation. We show that increasing the 
concentration of ROS in PAW can notably enhance the degradation yield 
of methylene blue. Conversely, increasing the ratio of RNS leads to the 
formation of nitrated species, resulting in a lower degradation efficiency 
and conversion of methylene blue molecules into another by-product, 
such as malachite green. These results are consistent with those re-
ported by Wang et al. [34], who indicated that the formation of 
nitrogenous species is the primary factor contributing to the low organic 
dye degradation efficiency in air plasma, while the concentrations of 
oxidizing species played the major role in the dye decomposition. The 
total cost estimation for our reactor plasma-based water treatment in-
dicates that the selective production of RONS for dye degradation can 
result in a significant reduction in the total cost, estimated to be up to 30 
%. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Plasma setups 

Fig. 1 depicts the schematic diagram of the experimental setup 
comprising the FDBD reactor with a changeable outer electrode and 
central tube, a high voltage AC transformer (15 kV, 20 kHz), a water 
pump and water tank for recirculating PAW in the system, and a DC 
power supply (24 V) for the water pumps. The reactor is suitable for the 
treatment of large volumes of water, recirculating it through the plasma 
region at relatively high flow rates of up to 2 l.min− 1. The reactor is 
designed with a coaxial cylindrical shape, where a quartz tube with 
dimensions of 200 × 30 mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm serves as the 
dielectric, and the gap distance is approximately 4 mm. Water is pumped 
into the reactor and then falls from the top of the central tube onto its 
outer surface, passing in laminar flow through the microdischarge re-
gion. As such, the design of the reactor utilizes water as the central 
electrode, and it is possible to substitute the central electrode even with 
a non-conductive material. 

In order to assess the influence of the central tube material on the 
concentrations of RONS within the generated PAW, we conducted ex-
periments employing two types of central tubes: copper (Cu) and 
alumina ceramic (Ce). It is worth noting that the material of the central 
tube interacts with the plasma zone and the treated water, which can 
impact chemical reactions occurring in the PAW. As another modifica-
tion of the setup with respect to our previous study [32], we incorpo-
rated a water-cooling system as an outer electrode in the FDBD reactor 
to examine the effects of total reactor temperature on the concentrations 
of RONS. The overall temperature of the reactor with the water-cooling 
system was kept at 20 ± 2 ◦C during the experiments. The water-cooling 
system not only affects the overall temperature of the reactor but also 
significantly influences the electrical characteristics of the discharge. We 
categorize the results into four distinct cases in the FDBD plasma reactor:  

(1) system without the water cooling using the copper central tube 
(Cu setup),  

(2) system without the water cooling using the ceramic central tube 
(Ce setup),  

(3) system with the water cooling using the copper central tube (Cuw 
setup), 

Fig. 1. Sheme of the FDBD reactor system and photos of the 4 different setups.  
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(4) system with the water cooling using the ceramic central tube 
(Cew setup). 

By systematically investigating these 4 cases, we aim to elucidate the 
impact of the central tube material and the presence of the water-cooling 
system on the concentrations of RONS. All experiments were conducted 
using a 220 V input voltage of the neon transformer providing up to 15 
kV peak-to-peak AC voltage with the typical frequency 20 kHz. The two 
key parameters for PAW generation were the plasma treatment time and 
the recirculating water flow rate in the reactor. In order to ensure the 
consistency of the measurements, all experiments are conducted three 
times. The results, depicted in the respective graphs, include associated 
instrumental errors along with statistical error bars represented as 
standard deviations. 

2.2. Physical discharge characterization 

For measuring the gas temperature in the discharge and analysing 
the gaseous reactive species in the plasma zone of the FDBD reactor, we 
employed Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) using Ocean Optics SD 
2000 spectrometer. This two-channel spectrometer operates within a 
wavelength range of 200–1000 nm and offers a spectral resolution of 
0.6 nm in the wavelength range of 200–500 nm and a spectral resolution 
of 1.2 nm in the spectral range of 500–1100 nm. The plasma emission 
was collected from the top of the reactor with the vertical line of sight 
integrating emission signals of multiple FDBD microdischarges over the 
length of the central tube. 

The voltage and current waveforms were measured by the digital 
oscilloscope (TBS2104, Tektronix) with tree high voltage probes 
(P6015A, Tektronix), and a current monitor (Rogowski coil Person 
Electronics, model 2877). The input power was measured by the method 
of Lissajous figures. The area enclosed by the Lissajous voltage-charge 
curve represents the energy dissipated by the discharge per period. 
The transported charges in the discharge were indirectly determined 
through a 560 pF circuit equivalent capacitor in series with the reactor, 
by differential voltage measurement using two high-voltage probes from 
both sides of the capacitor (since none of the sides is grounded). The 
operating frequency was 19 ± 1 kHz. 

2.3. Chemical analysis of PAW 

To monitor the pH, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), and tem-
perature of each PAW sample, a portable pH/ORP meter (WTW 3110, 
Weilheim, Germany) with temperature probe was used continuously. 
The electrical conductivity (EC) of the PAW samples was measured using 
a Digital Conductivity Meter GMH 3430. 

The concentrations of H2O2, NO−
3 , and NO−

2 in treated water were 
measured by the colorimetric assays and absorption spectroscopy using 
the UV–vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-1800). The concentration 
of H2O2 is determined by measuring the intensity of a yellow-colored 
complex formed when titanium oxosulphate reagent reacts with H2O2 
in an acidic medium, and the UV–vis absorption is measured at a 
wavelength of 407 nm [35]. NO−

2 is quantified from the intensity of an 
azo dye formed when NO−

2 react with N-(1-naphthyl)-ethylenediamine 
dihydrochloride in phosphoric acid solution (Griess reagent), measured 
at 540 nm. [22]. The total NO−

X concentration was determined using a 
reagent mixture of 10 mM 2,6-xylenol and acids (H2SO4 : H3PO4 in a 1:1 
ratio) with the absorption maximum recorded between 290 nm and 350 
nm. The maximum peak intensity is directly proportional to the con-
centration of NO−

X . Finally, the NO−
3 concentration was obtained by 

subtracting the NO−
2 concentration (measured by Griess) from the total 

NO−
X concentration. A control sample was prepared using de-ionized 

water following the same procedure. 

2.4. Methylene blue (MB) degradation 

The MB concentration was measured using UV–Vis absorption 
spectroscopic technique. The percentage of decolourization and degra-
dation rate was calculated from the Eq. (1): 

Degradation rate [%] =
A0 − A

A0
×100 (1)  

where, A0 symbolizes the initial absorbance, and A represents the 
absorbance of the dye after the treatment. The absorption is measured in 
ultraviolet region with the peaks around 292 nm. 

The dye degradation efficiency was measured using energy yield 
calculations and is defined as the ratio between the amount of dye 
removed during the plasma treatment and the consumed energy. The 
energy yield (Y) for the contaminant removal process was calculated 
using Eq. (2), 

Y(g/kWh) =
[

V(l)×C0
(
g.l− 1)

×

(

degradation rate%×
1

100

)]

/

[P(kW)× t(h) ]
(2)  

where V, C0, P, and t are the solution volume, initial concentration of the 
dye sample, the applied power, and the degradation time, respectively 
[34]. In this study we take the MB solution with an initial concentration 
of 10 mg.l− 1. 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Physical discharge characterization 

To validate the performance of the reactor, we recorded the wave-
forms of the voltage and the current across the reactor. The voltage- 
current waveforms of air discharge with water created by the FDBD 
Reactor with (Cu), (Ce), (Cuw), and (Cew) systems are shown in Fig. 2 
(a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. It is evident that the applied voltage 
provided by the neon sign transformer closely resembles a standard si-
nusoidal waveform. However, the current waveform displays several 
high-amplitude pulses. The observed discharge current characteristics of 
all the plasma setups showed the combination of several micro- 
discharges, which show that the generated air plasma was a filamen-
tary DBD micro-discharge in nature. In the water-cooling systems (Cuw 
and Cew), the voltage amplitudes are higher and these current pulses 
typically exhibit minimal amplitude, and the occurrence of micro-
discharges is relatively low. However, the breakdown voltage peaks in 
the (Cuw) and (Cew) setups (Fig. 2(c) and (d)) were higher compared to 
(Ce) and (Cu) (Fig. 2(b) and (a)). 

In general, the total current in Ce and Cu setups comprises a com-
bination of the dielectric capacitive current and the discharge current. 
However, in the case of Cuw and Cew setups, the total current is a 
combination of the water outer electrode current, dielectric capacitive 
current, and the discharge current. It showed the larger discharge- 
current peaks in the FDBD reactor without water cooling system (Ce 
and Cu) compared to with water cooling setups (Cew and Cuw) in both 
the positive and negative half-cycles. Higher temperatures in Ce and Cu 
setups without water cooling could improve the capacitive character-
istics of the reactor and increase the charge accumulated on the 
dielectric surface in each cycle of the applied voltage. Hence, a higher 
temperature of the reactor lead to a higher capacitance, a higher space 
charge is accumulated on the quartz tube surface [36,37]. Therefore, at 
the peak of positive and negative half-cycle, rapid discharge of accu-
mulated charges occurs, which is shown as intense filamentary peaks in 
the case of (Ce) and (Cu) discharge-current waveforms (Fig. 2(a), (b)). 

However, in the cases of Cuw and Cew setups with water cooling 
(Fig. 2(c), (d)), the maximum applied voltage is higher, resulting in a 
greater discharge power compared to Ce and Cu setups. Fig. 2(e) depicts 
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Fig. 2. Electrical characterization and Voltage-Current waveform in the FDBD reactor at different setups at PAW flow rate 1400 ml.min− 1, (a) copper tube (Cu), (b) 
ceramic tube (Ce), (c) copper tube with water cooling system (Cuw), and (d) ceramic tube with water cooling system (Cew). (e) Lissajous curve for different setups 
(Cu, Ce, Cuw, and Cew), (f) plasma power consumption for different setups at different PAW flow rate. 
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the comparison of transported charge-voltage Lissajous curves for 
different setups. The total area of the Lissajous curves and plasma power 
consumption vary across different reactor setups, following the pattern: 
Cuw > Cew > Ce ˃  Cu (Fig. 2 (f)). Observations indicate that higher flow 
rates are associated with lower reactor temperatures and a slight 
reduction in overall plasma power consumption. 

Fig. 3 presents the typical optical emission spectrum (OES) generated 
by the discharge in the FDBD reactor. The OES encompasses emissions 
from various systems, namely N2 second positive system (SPS) 
(N2

(
C3Πu − B3Πg

)
), N+

2 first negative system (FNS) 

(N+
2

(
B2Σ+

u − X2Σ+
g

)
), and N2 first positive system (FPS) 

(N2
(
B3Πg − A3Σ+

u
)
). 

The OES in the discharge regime is predominantly characterized by 
strong emission bands from the SPS within the 250–450 nm range 
marked in Fig. 3(a). In addition, we observed some week intensity 
emission bands of N+

2 FNS with a peak at 391.4 nm. Furthermore, a faint 
emission band attributed to hydroxyl radicals OH

(
A2Σ − X2Π

)
appears 

at around 309 nm. The emission bands of hydroxyl radicals are possibly 
generated through elastic collisions involving high-energy electrons and 
H2O molecules. In gas-liquid discharge (air-water), water vapor from the 

liquid surface can directly enter the discharge region due to the heating 
effect of the discharge. The presence of water vapor enhances the con-
sumption of high-energy electrons and quenches the excited N2 by H2O 
molecules [38]. Moreover, Fig. 3(b) shows that there are two atomic 
oxygen spectral lines at 777 nm and 844.6 nm [39,40]. 

The vibrational temperature (Tv) and rotational temperature (Tr) of 
different discharge setups at varying flow rates are estimated by fitting 
the experimental N2 SPS spectra with simulated ones. Spectral simula-
tion was performed using Specair software [41]. Fig. 3(c), and (d) depict 
the best experimental spectra for each setup and flow rate, fitted with 
the corresponding simulated spectra. The vibrational temperature 
ranges from 3000 to 4000 K, while the rotational temperature falls 
within 400–700 K. Consistent with plasma power consumption, the 
setups with water cooling systems (Cuw and Cew) exhibit slightly higher 
vibrational and rotational temperatures compared to the setups without 
water cooling (Cu and Ce). It is noteworthy to emphasize that the 
determined rotational temperature does not signify the overall average 
gas temperature in the reactor. 

3.1.1. Physical properties of PAW 
Fig. 4 shows the variation of the physical properties of produced 

Fig. 3. The optical emission spectrum (OES) of air plasma provided from different setups of the FDBD. (a) N2
(
C3Πu − B3Πg

)
and N+

2

(
B2Σ+

u − X2Σ+
g

)
in UV range, (b) 

N2
(
B3Πg − A3Σ+

u
)

in the vis-NIR range, (c) multiple N2 SPS bands fitted to estimate vibrational temperature at different setups with flow rate 1400 ml.min− 1, (d) a high 
intensity emission of N2 SPS 0–0 vibrational band fitted with the simulated spectrum to estimate rotational temperature at different setups with flow rate 1000 
ml.min− 1. 
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Fig. 4. Physical properties of generated PAW with different FDBD reactor setups versus plasma treatment time (min) at different PAW flow rate (ml.min− 1), (a) PAW 
temperature, (b) pH variation, (c) ORP variation, and (d) electrical conductivity variation (μS.cm− 1). 

HNO3(aq)↔ NO−
3 (aq)+H+ (5)  

HNO2(aq)↔ NO−
2 (aq)+H+ (6)  

NO2(aq)+NO2(aq)+H2O ↔ NO−
2 (aq)+NO−

3 (aq)+2H+ (7)  

NO(aq)+NO2(aq)+H2O ↔ NO−
2 (aq)+NO−

2 (aq)+2H+ (8)  

H2O(g)+ e→H• +OH• (9)  

OH(g, aq)+OH(g, aq)→H2O2(g, aq) (10)  

HO2(aq)+ e (aq)→HO−
2 (aq) (11)  

HO−
2 (aq)+H+→H2O2(aq) (12)  

O
( 1D

)
(aq)+H2O→H2O2(aq) (13)  

3NO−
2 (aq)+ 3H+→2NO(aq)+NO−

3 (aq)+H3O+ (14)  

NO−
2 (aq)+H2O2(aq)→NO−

3 (aq)+H2O (15)  

NO−
2 +H2O2 +H+⇄ONOOH+H2O (16)    
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PAW versus plasma treatment time at different setups of the FDBD 
reactor. The initial temperature of water was 20 ± 2 ◦C. Fig. 4(a) il-
lustrates that the temperature of produced PAW showed a rapid increase 
over treatment time in the case of Ce and Cu setups, whereas a slower 
rise was observed in the water-cooling Cew and Cuw setups. Although 
these results appear to conflict with the plasma temperature measure-
ments obtained using OES in different setups, a coherent theoretical 
explanation exists that reconciles both observations. The plasma tem-
perature at different setups is changed in the following order: Cew >
Cuw > Ce > Cu, but it is essential to note that the temperature of the 
produced PAW is influenced and modified by the total gas temperature 
within the reactor. 

The average gas temperature increase in the gap (ΔTg) is defined by 
the following equation [42], 

ΔTg =

(
d
λ

)

×

(
P
F

)

×(1 − η)× a. (3)  

where, λ and d are the heat conductivity of the gas and the gap distance, 
respectively. The ratio (P/F) represents the relationship between power 
and the efficient electrode area. Considering the plasma power con-
sumption at different setups this ratio exhibits the following order: Cuw 
> Cew > Cu > Ce. The coefficient d is given by 1/3 for the cooling of one 
surface (in cases of the Ce and Cu setups) and 1/12 for the cooling of 
both surfaces (in cases of the Cew and Cuw setups). The factor (1 − η) 
accounts for the energy not used in free radicals formation [42]. The last 
Eq. (3) shows that the gap temperature is a balance between power and 
heat dissipated by cooling the reactor. Furthermore, the total gas tem-
perature (Tg) in the gap distance can be described with the following 
equation: 

Tg = TW +ΔTg (4)  

where, TW is the wall temperature [42]. In water cooling setups (Cew 
and Cuw), the wall temperature is maintained at 20 ± 2 ◦C. However, 
without the water-cooling system (Ce and Cu), the wall temperature 
rapidly exceeds more than 100 ◦C. As a result, the total gas temperature 
is theoretically adjusted in the following order: Ce > Cu > Cew > Cuw. 
Higher gas temperature leads to higher PAW temperature accordingly, 
which aligns with the measured PAW temperature versus plasma 
treatment time as shown in Fig. 4(a). 

The physical characteristics of micro-discharges influence the tem-
perature of the gas in the reactor. Fig. 2 shows that without water 
cooling (Cu and Ce setups), the current pulses are stronger and more 
frequent compared to Cuw and Cew setups, so they result in higher gas 
temperature which then leads to a higher water vapor production in the 
Ce and Cu setups compared to Cew and Cuw setups. Consequently, 
different gas temperature in various setups with and without water 
cooling must lead to different rates of water evaporation and conse-
quently different chemical composition of the produced PAW. 

The dissolved RONS in water influence the measured pH, oxidation 
reduction potential (ORP), and electrical conductivity (EC). The initial 
pH, ORP, and EC of tap water (control) was 7.6, − 36 mV, and 443 μS. 
cm− 1, respectively. In Fig. 4(b), it is evident that when employing the 
FDBD reactor with Cu and Ce setups, the treated water undergoes sig-
nificant acidification within 20 and 25 min, respectively. Conversely, in 
the Cuw and Cew setups, the pH value of the treated water exhibits a 
significantly slower decrease that starts after longer treatment time. 

The reduction in pH of PAW can be attributed to the generation of 
NOx, and nitrous and nitric acids during the interaction between plasma 
and water. These nitrogen species in water release H+ ions leading to 
acidification, for example by the reactions (5)–(8). More significant 
decrease of pH thus indicates the formation of a higher concentration of 

acidifying species (gaseous (H)NOx) observed in the Cu and Ce setups. 
This could be explained by stronger and more numerous micro- 
discharge current pulses in the Cu and Ce setups. 

The higher and faster increase in ORP observed in PAW prepared by 
the Cu and Ce setups, compared to the Cuw and Cew setups (Fig. 4(c)), 
can also be attributed to the enhanced formation and solvation of 
oxidizing species such as OH radicals (formed in the plasma by reaction 
9) due to the higher temperature and increased water evaporation. The 
increase in ORP and decrease in pH of water after plasma-water expo-
sure was previously reported by many authors [3,10,43]. 

Gradual accumulation of NO−
2 (aq) and NO−

3 (aq) ions and decreasing 
pH (i.e. increasing concentration of H+ ions) can also explain the 
increasing electrical conductivity of PAW, as shown on Fig. 4(d). Here 
again, the faster increase of EC in the Cu and Ce setups compared to the 
Cuw and Cew setups indicates enhanced generation of RONS in the 
setups without water cooling. 

3.2. Chemical properties of PAW 

High chemical reactivity of PAW can be attributed to the presence of 
various short-lived and long-lived (RONS). However, only the long-lived 
species like nitrates (NO−

3 ), nitrites (NO−
2 ) and hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2) are stable enough to be detected in the generated PAW at the end 
of the plasma treatment time. Low concentrations of short-lived RONS 
could be detected only if they are continuously formed in PAW in post- 
treatment time via chemical reactions among long-lived species. 

For this reason, we focus here on the detection of NO−
3 , NO−

2 and 
H2O2 in the generated PAW. As was already mentioned, the formation of 
NO−

3 , NO−
2 can proceed by reactions 5–8 from solvated nitrogen oxides, 

and nitrous and nitric acids. H2O2 is formed dominantly by electron- 
impact dissociation of water molecules (reaction 9) and subsequent 
recombination of hydroxyl radicals (reaction 10) both in gas and 
aqueous phase. Solvation of gaseous H2O2 to water is very fast, and can 
contribute significantly to accumulation of H2O2 in water [44]. More-
over, H2O2 (aq) could be also formed by liquid phase reactions from 
solvated short-lived O(1D), OH(aq), or HO2(aq) radicals (reactions 
10–13) [45–47]. 

In the Fig. 5, we present evolutions of NO−
3 , NO−

2 and H2O2 con-
centration as function of treatment time in the PAW prepared by the 
different plasma setups. With increasing time and increasing energy 
input, more and more NO−

3 , NO−
2 and H2O2 species are produced. On the 

other hand, with increasing concentration of these species, the impor-
tance of mutual chemical reactions in liquid is also growing. The rate of 
these reactions may differ in different setups depending on the liquid 
temperature or pH. Under acidic conditions, for example, a dispropor-
tionation reaction (reaction 14) converts NO−

2 to NO−
3
− . NO−

3 can be also 
produced by oxidation of NO−

2 by H2O2 (reaction 15). 

3.2.1. Hydrogen peroxide concentrations 
Fig. 5 (a) illustrates the hydrogen peroxide concentrations produced 

in PAW at different flow rates using Cu and Ce setups. The H2O2 con-
centration was higher in the Ce and Cu setups compared to the Cew/Cuw 
setups. In the both Cew and Cuw setups, the maximum concentration of 
H2O2 was approximately 1 mg.l− 1, which is close to the detection limit 
of our analytical method. In the PAW prepared by water cooling systems 
(Cew/Cuw setups), the treated water inside the chamber is not heated. 
Therefore, less water vapor was present inside the chamber. It probably 
leads to lower production of hydroxyl and other radicals and thus also 
lower production rate of hydrogen peroxide, since reactions of OH and 
other radicals are the main H2O2 formation channels (reactions 10–13). 
Lower reactivity of plasma generated in Cuw/Cew setups could be also 
attributed to smaller numbers of micro-discharge current pulses and 
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their lower amplitudes (Fig. 2). 
H2O2 concentration in PAW prepared by the Ce setup shows a linear 

increase with plasma treatment time, with a maximum concentration of 
15 ± 1 mg.l− 1as depicted in Fig. 5 (a). The H2O2 concentration in the 
PAW prepared by the Cu setup exhibits a non-linear trend during the 
plasma treatment time, with a rise and a fall pattern and a maximum 
concentration of approximately 5 ± 1 mg.l− 1 achieved before declining 
gradually to zero with prolonged treatment. Previous studies have 
mainly reported a linear increase in H2O2 production with plasma 
treatment time in PAW production particularly when noble gases or 
closed systems are used [22,38,18,48]. However, some literature has 
also indicated a non-linear relationship between H2O2 concentration 
and plasma treatment time, with a slight rise and fall timeline pattern 
observed in air plasma discharge [49,34,25]. 

The production of hydrogen peroxide is dominantly influenced by 
water evaporation and dissociation and the formation of hydroxyl rad-
icals (reactions 9–10), which is determined by the power dissipated in 
the discharge. Linear increase of H2O2 (aq) concentration in Ce setup 
can be explained by a relatively constant production of H2O2 precursors 
(mainly OH• radicals) by plasma and a lower importance of the pro-
cesses responsible for H2O2 (aq) removal in water. As the water is heated 
by the plasma, water vapor gradually accumulates inside the container 
over time. It then leads to an increased formation of OH• radicals, 
resulting in higher H2O2 level in water [31,22]. The observed 

temperature increases in PAW during the plasma treatment time (Fig. 4 
(a)) aligns with this phenomenon. PAW generated using the Ce setup, 
which experiences higher heating temperatures, yields higher concen-
trations of H2O2. 

When comparing Cu and Ce setups, we must consider the fact that 
the composition of the central tube material may have an influence on 
the chemical reactions taking place in the PAW. This is because the 
material interacts with both the plasma zone and water, thereby 
affecting the overall reaction dynamics the H2O2 concentration in PAW 
from Cu setup first increases, later declines. This declining trend could 
be theoretically explained by Fenton reactions, where cuprous ions 
would catalyse the decomposition of H2O2 to generate hydroxyl radicals 
The Fenton-like reaction has the potential to take place either on the 
surface of the copper tube or in the liquid phase, facilitated by the 
presence of dissolved copper ions [50–53]. It has often been assumed 
that in a Fenton-like reaction, hydrogen peroxide will be scavenged by 
cuprous ions in a chain reaction, as described by reactions 17–20 
[53,54]. 

Cu1+ +H2O2⟶Cu2+ +OH− +OH• (17)  

OH• +H2O2⟶H2O+O•−
2 +H+ (18)  

Cu2+ +O•−
2 +H+ +H2O2⟶Cu1+ +O2 +OH• +H2O (19) 

Fig. 5. RONS concentration versus plasma treatment time (min) at different PAW flow rate (ml.min− 1) (a) Hydrogen peroxide in the Ce and Cu setups. (b) Nitrite 
Concentration in the Ce and Cu setups, (c) Nitrite Concentration in the Cew and Cuw setups, and (d) Nitrate Concentration in PAW versus plasma setups. 
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Cu1+ +OH• +H+⟶Cu2+ +H2O (20) 

The rate constants of these chain reactions are pH dependent with 
higher rate constants at lower pH [53]. Therefore, after 20–25 min of 
treatment time, the reactions are accelerated following the drop in pH 
under acidic conditions, and copper probably acts as a catalyst to 
degrade H2O2 quickly. In addition, the observed evolution of H2O2 (aq) 
concentration in Ce and Cu setups can be also linked to the evolution of 
NO−

2 (aq) concentration, as discussed in the following subsection. 

3.2.2. Nitrite concentrations 
Fig. 5 (b) and (c) shows the nitrite (NO−

2 ) concentrations in the PAW 
generated by the FDBD reactor in the tested Ce, Cu, Cew, and Cuw 
setups. The NO−

2 (aq) concentration in the PAW prepared by Cu and Ce 
setups follows a non-linear rising and falling trend during the plasma 
treatment time, with a maximum concentration of 20 ± 1 mg.l− 1 and 38 

± 1 mg.l− 1 for the Ce and Cu setups, respectively. In both cases, the 
concentration of NO−

2 gradually decreases to zero after 20 min of plasma 
treatment (Fig. 5(b)), when the pH drops and PAW becomes acidic 
(Fig. 4(b)). 

The rise and fall pattern in NO−
2 concentration is similar to the 

pattern in H2O2 (aq) concentration in Cu setup. It is therefore possible 
that the rapid reaction between NO−

2 ions and H2O2 in acidic conditions, 
resulting in the formation of more stable NO−

3 ions (reaction 15) or 
short-lived peroxynitrous acid or peroxynitrite anions (reaction 16), can 
explain the decreasing concentration of NO−

2 (aq) ions [25,14]. This 
explanation would be thus consistent with previous studies which have 
suggested that up to 90 % of nitrite loss in the PAW can be attributed to 
excessive reactive oxygen species (such as O3, H2O2, etc.) [31]. 

However, the concentration of H2O2 (aq) is significantly lower than 
the concentration of NO−

2 (aq) in the Cu setup and probably cannot 
explain the oxidation of all NO−

2 (aq) ions to NO−
3 (aq) ions. Moreover, in 

the Ce setup, where the concentration of NO−
2 (aq) and H2O2 (aq) are 

comparable, the observed trends are different. Hence, we assume that it 
is rather the disproportionation reaction of NO−

2 (aq) to NO−
3 (aq) (re-

action 14) at acidic conditions that can better explain the decreasing 
NO−

2 (aq) concentration after 20 min of plasma treatment. However, the 
reaction between NO−

2 ions and H2O2 probably still plays a certain role 
and the influence of H2O2 can explain why the observed maximum 
concentration of NO−

2 ions in PAW prepared using the Ce setup is lower 
than the NO−

2 (aq) concentration in the Cu setup. 
The concentration of NO−

2 ions in PAW generated using the water 
cooling (Cew and Cuw setups) shows a linear increase with the plasma 
treatment time compared to the Cu and Ce setups (Fig. 5 (c)). In the Cuw 
and Cew setups the pH did not drop below 3.5 even after long time 
plasma treatment (Fig. 4(b)) and there was a negligible amount of H2O2 
in PAW. These two missing NO−

2 - depleting factors can explain the linear 
increase of NO−

2 (aq) concentration in PAW generated using the Cew and 
Cuw setups. 

Cuw and Cew setups produce PAW with more predominant RNS over 
ROS. Most probably there was some H2O2 produced but due to higher 
concentration of RNS it was consumed by reactions with NO−

2 This 
observation is consistent with previous studies which have suggested 
that up to 90 % of nitrite loss in the PAW can be attributed to excessive 
reactive oxygen species (such as O3, H2O2, etc.) [31]. 

3.2.3. Nitrate concentrations 
Fig. 5(d) illustrates the concentration of NO−

3 ions in PAW prepared 
using different setups: Ce, Cu, Cew, and Cuw. NO−

3 ions exhibit the 
highest concentration among the studied reactive species in all PAW 
samples. This finding is consistent with previous studies that suggest the 
reactions between NO−

2 ions and H2O2 (reaction 15) and dispropor-
tionation reaction (reaction 14) lead to the formation of stable NO−

3 ions, 
which persist in PAW even after several weeks of plasma treatment 

[55,13]. The conversion of NO−
2 to NO−

3 continues until NO−
2 nearly 

disappears after several weeks. This disproportionation conversion is 
accelerated in acidic conditions [52]. 

It is observed that the concentration of NO−
3 ions in PAW prepared by 

the Cu and Ce setups is higher compared to the PAW prepared by Cuw 
and Cew setups. This difference can be partly attributed to the lower 
conversion rate of NO−

2 to NO−
3 in the PAW generated by the Cuw and 

Cew setups due to the absence of H2O2 and higher pH. Consequently, a 
lower concentration of NO−

3 was produced in the Cuw and Cew setups. 
However, even if we make a sum of NO−

2 and NO−
3 concentrations, more 

NO−
x ions are produced in Cu and Ce setups compared to Cuw and Cew 

setups. This indicates more efficient plasma chemistry in the Ce and Cu 
systems due to stronger and more numerous microdischarge current 

Fig. 6. Methylene blue degradation and variation in UV–Vis absorption spectra 
and the colour difference versus plasma treatment time (min) at PAW flow rate 
1400 ml.min− 1 using the FDBD reactor with, (a) Cu setup, (b) Ce setup, and (c) 
Cuw setup. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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pulses. 

3.3. Dye wastewater degradation 

3.3.1. Effect of selective RONS production on dye degradation 
Plasma-water interaction plays a crucial role in generating ROS, 

notably hydroxyl radicals (OH•), which are known as the primary agents 
for pollutant degradation in liquid. Fig. 6 shows the absorbance of 
methylene blue dye after plasma treatment in the FDBD reactor using 
the Cu and Ce setups. The absorption spectra of MB exhibit a prominent 
peak at 662 nm, corresponding to the MB monomer, with a shoulder 
peak at around 612 nm attributed to MB dimer. An additional band 
appears in the ultraviolet region with a peak at 292 nm, associated with 
substituted benzene ring [56]. These absorption peaks gradually 
diminish as the degradation reaction proceeds. The complete degrada-
tion of MB, without the formation of any absorbing intermediates, is 
characterized by the disappearance of the peaks at 662 nm or 292 nm, 
without the emergence of new peaks in the UV–Vis spectra. The MB dye 
solution becomes colourless due to the degradation of aromatic rings. 

Fig. 6 also shows that the rate of reduction of the absorption peaks of 
MB in PAW depends on the use of different setups, with an observable 
effect of selective RONS production in decolorization. This observation 
is supported by the visible colour change in the MB solutions, which 
occurs significantly after 20 min of plasma treatment using the Ce setup, 
while with the Cu setup, the colour change gradually occurs only after 
30 min of plasma treatment. This disparity can be attributed to the 
higher production of hydrogen peroxide by the Ce setup (Fig. 5 (a)), 
resulting in a faster degradation rate. The decolorization rate of the Cu 
setup (Fig. 6(a)), which contains ROS and RNS similar to typical DBD 
reactors and lacks selective ROS enhancement, results in lower degra-
dation rates and efficiencies compared to the Ce setups with selectively 
enhanced ROS production (Fig. 6(b)). The efficiency of MB degradation 
increases with the increasing H2O2 amount. Hydrogen peroxide is 
known for its potent oxidizing properties, generating O•−

2 and OH•

radicals, which are primarily responsible for the degradation of MB. 
These reactive species (O•−

2 and OH•) initiate the redox reactions and 
degrade MB dye into CO2, H2O, or other degradation products, pre-
sumably following reactions 21–26 [57]. 

H2O2 + e− ⟶OH• +OH− (21)  

H2O2 + hν⟶2OH• (22)  

O2 + e− ⟶O•−
2 (23)  

HO•
2⟶H+ +O•−

2 (24)  

2O•− +2H2O⟶OH• +2OH− +O2 (25)  

OH• +MB⟶CO2 +H2O+Other degradation products (26) 

Fig. 6(c) illustrates the observed colour change and absorbance of 

MB following plasma treatment in the FDBD reactor with the Cuw setup. 
The Cuw setup with higher RNS production not only shows a poor dye 
degradation rate but also predominantly produces other potentially 
hazardous by-products in wastewater treatment. This result again em-
phasizes the importance of tuning techniques for selective ROS pro-
duction in PAW for dye degradation applications. A noticeable change 
from blue to green colour is observed when using the water-cooling 
system with higher RNS production in PAW during plasma treatment. 
As the treatment time progresses, the 662 nm peak diminishes, and a 
new peak around 424 nm appears in the UV–Vis spectra. This new peak, 
according to numerous references, likely signify the formation of mal-
achite green (MG). MG typically exhibits three distinct characteristic 
wavelengths in UV–Vis absorption spectra, approximately at 617, 424, 
and 305 nm. The peak at 617 nm corresponds to chromophore of MG, 
while the peaks around 424 nm are attributed to the benzoic ring in the 
molecular structure of MG [58,59]. 

This phenomenon of MB conversion to MG using plasma is reported 
for the first time, and a further research is needed to confirm the un-
derlying mechanism. However, it is hypothesized that the selective RNS 
production, generated in PAW by the Cuw setup may facilitate the 
nitration of MB molecular structure. A possible reaction pathway for 
nitration of MB during plasma treatment by Cuw setup and formation of 
MG is shown in Fig. 7. In this pathway, NO−

2 induced in PAW facilitate 
the nitration of the aromatic rings in the structure of MB, resulting in the 
formation of nitroaromatic compounds, such as nitrobenzene. The 
nitration triggered by RNS is a very complex process, because the RNS 
formed under plasma discharge contain a wide range of nitrating agents 
(such as NO•

2, HNO2, HOONO, and H2OONO+), which are affected by 
pH and the presence of organic compounds and, in turn, affect the 
nitration of aromatic precursors. In neutral solution, NO•

2 radical may be 
involved in the nitration. NO−

2 plays a significant role in the formation of 
nitrobenzene rings, exhibiting a higher nitration rate compared to ni-
trate. Additionally, nitrous acid (HNO2) acts as another nitrating agent, 
particularly active towards electron-rich compounds such as benzene 
rings [60]. 

The nitration of nitrobenzene through nitrite is intensified under 
acidic pH conditions after a 40 min treatment time, as observed in the 
Cuw setup (according to Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 6(c)). It is the reason why the 
increasing plasma treatment time caused a deeper green colour by the 
Cuw setup (Fig. 6(c)). It is worth mentioning that ROS are able to revert 
nitrobenzene back to benzene [61] thereby inhibiting the nitration 
process in PAW prepared by Ce and Cu setups which also contained NO−

2 
but oxidation by H2O2 dominated the MB decomposition process. 

To verify the proposed nitration mechanism of MB in the Cuw plasma 
setup, we performed the chemical simulation of the nitration process. 
Nitric acid (HNO3) and solid sodium nitrite (NaNO2) were introduced 
into the MB solution as chemical agents to mimic the nitration process. 
The concentrations of nitric acid and NaNO2 mirrored those of NO−

2 and 
NO−

3 in the Cuw plasma treatment sample at 60 min. This resulted in a 
pH value of 4.1 (see Fig. 4(b)), with the NO−

2 concentration in the Cuw- 

Fig. 7. Schematic of nitration of methylene blue by NO•
2 And formation of malachite green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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treated sample after 60 min around 175 mg.l− 1 (extrapolated from Fig. 5 
(c)). Intriguingly, even in the absence of plasma treatment, the intro-
duction of nitric acid and NaNO2 induced a subtle change in the colour 
of the MB solution after 70 h of storage. In Fig. 8, we present a 
comparative analysis of the UV–Vis spectra and colour change in the 
chemically simulated nitration of MB, showcasing the impact of varying 
nitric acid and NaNO2 concentrations. 

Notably, the absorption spectrum around 424 nm demonstrated a 
distinctive absorption peak formed clearly after Cuw plasma treatment, 
attributed to the nitration of MB molecules. However, with the same 
chemically added concentrations of NO−

3 and NO−
2 (pH = 4.1 and 

NO−
2 =175 mg.l− 1), this peak is weak. Our tests show that even with 

elevated levels of acidity and a tenfold increase in NO−
2 concentration, 

the chemical reaction falls short of replicating the efficiency achieved by 
the plasma treatment in the Cuw setup, as illustrated in Fig. 8. This result 

supports the hypothesis that plasma treatment with selective RNS pro-
duction (using the Cuw setup) reduces the dye degradation rate and 
instead modifies the molecular structures of the dye through benzoic 
ring nitration. This undesirable effect of plasma-driven nitration of 
organic molecules, from the point of view of the dye degradation, may 
have potential applications in chemical synthesis and especially in ni-
trogen fixation in organic fertilizers, making them more valuable for 
plant growth. 

3.3.2. Energy and cost efficiency 
The degradation of MB dye in water by the FDBD reactor using the Ce 

setup showed a higher degradation rate compared to the Cu setup, as 
depicted in Fig. 9(a). After 25 min of plasma treatment, the degradation 
rate reached up to 95 % with the Ce setup, while it was only 73 % with 
the Cu setup in the same time interval. It shows that the enhancement of 

Fig. 8. Nitration of methylene blue, variation in UV–Vis absorption spectra and the colour difference versus chemical agents' concentrations and comparison with 
plasma treatment by Cuw setup. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Effect of different material as a central tube in the FDBD reactor (Initial concentration of MB = 10 mg.l− 1, water flow rate = 1400 ml.min− 1) on MB, (a) 
degradation constant rate, (b) and energy yield. 
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selective ROS production in PAW has a significant effect on the opti-
mization of MB dye degradation by NTP. The average energy yield for 
MB degradation within 25 min of treatment was 1.04 g.kWh− 1 with the 
Ce setup and 0.83 g.kWh− 1 with the Cu setup (Fig. 9(b)). By correlating 
with H2O2, NO−

2 and NO−
3 concentrations shown in Fig. 5, we can 

conclude that a higher concentration of ROS in PAW can significantly 
increase the dye degradation rate and energy yield, while the presence 
of RNS in PAW leads to a lower degradation yield under the same plasma 
treatment time. 

Non-thermal plasma-based wastewater treatment technologies rely 
exclusively on electricity for their operation, making them highly cost- 
efficient, particularly due to their low operation and maintenance 
(O&M) costs and the absence of chemical agent consumption. Plasma- 
based technologies have a wide range of wastewater treatment appli-
cations, from biologically-contaminated wastewater [32] to the degra-
dation of hazardous persistent organic pollutants [62] and 
pharmaceutical compounds present in water [63]. Plasma-based water 
treatment integrates a comprehensive array of reactive oxidation ele-
ments that synergize with a broad spectrum of UV radiation and ener-
getic electrons emitted during the plasma discharge process. In addition, 
NTP technologies offer significant advantages over currently employed 
AOP systems, such as O3, O3/UV, UV/H2O2, ultrasonic (US), and pho-
tocatalysis. However, a comprehensive economic analysis is essential for 
the industrial scale-up of plasma-based AOPs. Regrettably, studies that 
simultaneously address both the economic and technical feasibility of 
these plasma-based AOPs are scarce. Mahamuni and Adewuyi [64] have 
conducted particularly thorough review of the cost estimation of UV/ 
US-based AOPs. Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of the cost 
estimates for azo-dye wastewater treatment using various AOPs tech-
nologies, with analogic data of here described FDBD plasma-based 
technology with Ce/Cu setup used. It underscores the significance of 
selective RONS production in the plasma treatment process for the cost 
reduction. 

The total treatment costs can be represented by the sum of the cap-
ital, operating, and maintenance costs of the wastewater treatment 
technology. For NTP technology, the primary component of capital cost 
is the expenditure on plasma reactors and associated devices. Mainte-
nance costs are primarily related to the replacement of components such 
as electronic circuits or power supplies. Operating costs primarily 
include the price of the electrical energy consumed. It should be noted 
that the cost of the processes depends on several factors, including the 
type of contaminants present, the characteristics of the wastewater, the 
flow rate of the effluents, and the design of the reactor. However, 
through a rough estimation, the total costs can be calculated based on 

the kinetics of the dye degradation. Applying this approach of Maha-
muni and Adewuji [64], the costs have been calculated for a wastewater 
flow rate normalized to 1000 l.min− 1. 

The time needed to reach 90 % degradation (T90) was considered as 
the reference treatment time. From our MB degradation results by FDBD 
reactor shown in Fig. 9(a), it can be observed that using the Ce/Cu setups 
results in T90 = 25/35 min, respectively. Therefore, we assume that the 
residence time for the proposed wastewater treatment plant using Ce/Cu 
setups = 25/35 min, respectively. With a design flow rate of 1000 l. 
min− 1 and plasma power density of 25 W.l− 1 (Fig. 2 (f)), the amount of 
energy needed for the plant using Ce/Cu setups ≈ 625/875 kW, 
respectively. This enables us to estimate the energy costs 20.84/29.18 
kWh/1000 l for the FDBD Ce/Cu setups, respectively, while estimating 
about 50 % power losses in the power supply and dielectric tubes. This 
translates to the electricity cost (taking the 2010 price 0.08 $/kWh as in 
[64] and the conversion 1 gal = 3.785 l) of 6.4/8.8 $/1000 gal of 
wastewater treated for the Ce/Cu setup, respectively. These figures are 
comparable with or lower than the most efficient AOPs, e.g. O3 (4.1 
$/1000 gal), UV + O3 (34 $/1000 gal) UV/H2O2 (75 $/1000 gal) or US/ 
UV/H2O2 (65 $/1000 gal), and are much lower than other AOPs shown 
in Table 1 based on the review of Mahamuni and Adewuji [64]. 

Regarding the estimation of the reactor cost, although a low-power 
neon sign transformer was used in this lab-scale study, several com-
mercial power supplies are available in market that enable scale-up and 
operating DBD plasma discharge with a typical power ≈ 3 kW and the 
price tag for one reactor based on this equipment stands at $10,000. 
Therefore, the number of such standard device needed for the plant will 
be 208/292 for Ce/Cu setups, respectively. Taking the amount of energy 
needed for the FDBD reactor using Ce/Cu = 625/875 kW per 1000 l. 
min− 1. A general estimation for capital cost can be derived by summing 
up the reactor cost (P), piping, valves, and electrical components (0.3P), 
site work (0.1P), contractor expenses (0.21P), engineering costs (0.24P), 
and other miscellaneous expenses (0.35P), resulting in a total of 2.2P. 
Therefore, the total capital cost ≈ $4.6E+06/ $6.4E+06 for Ce/Cu 
setup, respectively. 

Annual operational cost includes electricity costs, analytical costs, 
labor costs, and maintenance costs.  

1. Annual electrity cost: since plasma technology is solely electricity- 
based, electricity costs make the largest part of the O&M costs. 
Annual electrical costs of our FDBD reactor can be calculated by the 
power consumption normalized to 1000 l/min (625/875 kW for Ce/ 
Cu setup) * time (hours per year) * price of electricity ($/kWh) ≈

Table 1 
Cost estimation of various types of AOPs compared with nonthermal plasma-based azo-dye wastewater treatment [64].  

Method P*elec 

(kW) 
T*90 

(min) 
V* 
(l) 

C0/C* (mg. 
l− 1) or (ppm) 

Electricity cost 
($/1000 gal) 

Reactor cost 
($/1000 gal) 

Capital cost 
($/1000 gal) 

Annual O&M 
cost 
($/1000 gal) 

Total cost 
($/1000 
gal) 

US (300 kHz)  0.6  1316  1.2 20/2  14,204 8.23E+09 1.83E+10 5.02E+08 1.88E+10 
O3 (12.4 mg/l)  0.636  208  1.2 20/2  4.1 2.04E+05 4.53E+05 1.15E+05 5.68E+05 
US + UV (254 nm)  0.636  419  1.2 20/2  4639 2.64E+09 5.86E+09 1.73E+08 6.03E+09 
US + O3 (12.4 mg/L)  0.636  138  1.2 20/2  1492 8.63E+08 1.92E+09 5.28E+07 1.97E+09 
UV + O3  0.072  112  1.2 20/2  34 5.04E+06 1.12E+07 3.57E+06 1.48E+07 
US/UV/O3  0.672  106  1.2 20/2  1187 6.74E+08 1.50E+09 4.43E+07 1.54E+09 
US/H2O2  0.066  60  4.5 100/46  416.5 2.40E+08 5.33E+08 1.49E+07 5.47E+08 
UV/H2O2  0.186  60  4.5 100/84  75 4.09E+07 9.09E+07 3.05E+06 9.39E+07 
US/UV/H2O2  0.186  60  4.5 100/9  65 3.60E+07 7.99E+07 2.62E+06 8.25E+07 
Photocatalysis  0.5  111  0.7 402/40  740 1.20E+08 2.67E+08 8.14E+07 3.48E+08 
US + photocatalysis  0.53  30  0.7 402/40  234 4.98E+07 1.11E+08 2.36E+07 1.35E+08 
NTP FDBD Cu, without 

selective RONS production 
(this work)  

0.025  35  1 10/1  8.8 2.92E+06 6.42E+06 1.0E+06 7.42E+06 

NTP FDBD Ce, with selective 
RONS production 
(this work)  

0.025  25  1 10/1  6.4 2.08E+06 4.58E+06 7.28E+05 5.30E+06  

* Electric power (Pelec), treatment time needed to reach 90 % degradation (T90), tested water volume (V), initial (C0) and final (C) pollutant concentration. 
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$4.4E+05/$6.2E+05 for Ce/Cu setup, respectively (assuming 
$0.08/kWh to be comparable with AOPs reviewed by [64]).  

2. Analytical cost: annual analysis labor*analysis cost = 4 (h/week)* 52 
(week) * 200 $/h ≈ $4.2E+04  

3. Labor cost: annual sampling labor* labor cost = 4 (h/week)* 52 
(week)* 80 $/h ≈ $1.7E+04,  

4. Maintenance cost is mostly due to the part replacement cost and is 
assumed≈ 5 % capital cost. 

Taken together, the annual O&M costs of the FDBD reactor are as low 
as 7.28E+05/1.0E+06 $ for Ce/Cu setup, respectively. Also accounting 
for the capital costs, the total costs of our potentially scaled-up FDBD 
reactor would be $5.3E+06/$7.4E+06 for Ce/Cu setup, respectively, 
which belongs among the least expensive AOPs. Especially the low O&M 
costs allow us to generalize that NTP technology offers significant ad-
vantages over currently employed AOPs that stem from their ability to 
form and incorporate nearly all reactive oxidation species in a greater 
extent than AOPs, furthermore in synergy with both UV radiation and 
energetic electrons and ions emitted from the plasma discharge. 

Once again, it is evident that the proposed approach of selective 
RONS production with optimized ROS for the dye degradation using the 
NTP technology by the FDBD reactor with ceramic electrode, leads to a 
significant reduction in total costs, estimated to be close to 30 %. This 
study emphasizes the critical importance of fine tuning the system for 
selective ROS production in water, not only for practical efficacy but 
also for economic efficiency. Without proper tuning, the potential pro-
duction of RNS in wastewater treatment can result in hazardous nitrated 
aromatic by-products or significantly reduce the process efficiency. To 
address this challenge, we advocate for the implementation of implicit 
techniques for tuning RONS in PAW. This strategy will ensure that 
plasma-based wastewater treatment remains effective, safe, and envi-
ronmentally sustainable in various scenarios. Future research efforts 
could explore the applicability of our tuning technique to further 
enhance the capabilities of PAW applications. 

4. Conclusion 

The fountain dielectric barrier discharge (FDBD) reactor designed as 
a coaxial cylindrical system with a variable central electrode and a 
water-cooling system, enables water to cascade down in a thin film layer 
from the top of the central tube, effectively using water as the central 
electrode. This innovative setup allows for the substitution of the central 
tube with a nonconductive material, enabling us the flexibility to control 
ROS and RNS production in the generated plasma-activated water 
(PAW). We investigated two different materials as the central tube in the 
FDBD reactor: copper (Cu) and alumina ceramic (Ce). Additionally, we 
demonstrated the significant influence of the reactor temperature on 
RONS production in PAW by utilizing a water-cooling system with 
different central tube materials (Cuw and Cew). 

The PAW generated by the various setups (Cu, Ce, Cuw, and Cew) in 
the FDBD reactor exhibited variations in the produced concentrations of 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), nitrite (NO−

2 ), and nitrate (NO−
3 ). Notably, 

the Cu setup displayed a non-linear rise and fall trend in H2O2 con-
centration, while the Ce setup exhibited its linear increase, resulting in 
significantly higher H2O2 concentration in PAW. On the other hand, the 
Cuw and Cew setups did not produce H2O2, but instead showed notably 
higher concentrations of NO−

2 ions compared to the Cu and Ce setups. 
Furthermore, our research underscores the critical importance of 

tuning the ROS and RNS components in PAW for dye degradation ap-
plications. We demonstrated that the FDBD setup for increasing ROS 
production can enhance energy efficiency more than 20 % compared to 
a typical DBD reactor producing a mixture of ROS and RNS. UV–vis 
analysis of water contaminated with a model textile azo dye methylene 
blue (MB) treated using different setups in the FDBD reactor revealed 
dominant degradation processes. The Ce setup, producing higher levels 
of ROS, especially H2O2, displayed a more pronounced degradation and 

stronger discoloration efficiency of MB, both in terms of energy yield 
and degradation rate. Conversely, the dominant presence of RNS in the 
treatment process by the Cuw setup, which led to the nitration of MB 
molecular structure, not only decreased the efficiency of MB degrada-
tion but also generated potentially hazardous by-product components. 

These findings highlight the necessity of precise control over ROS 
and RNS production in PAW for effective dye degradation applications 
and underscore the potential of tuning techniques to enhance the water 
treatment efficiency while minimizing hazardous by-products. More-
over, the total cost estimation for plasma-based water treatment 
compared with other AOPs shows that plasma technology potentially 
offers one of the lowest total costs. It also suggests that the system tuning 
with selective RONS production for the dye degradation can lead to a 
substantial almost 30 % reduction in total costs. This approach gua-
rantees the effectiveness, safety, and environmental sustainability of 
plasma-based wastewater treatment in different scenarios. Future 
research efforts could investigate the potential application of our tuning 
technique to further improve PAW applications. 
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